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Abstract. With the rapid developing in deep learning technology and the GPU envision, many of 

companies had invested largely in the field of intelligence driving to develop autonomous driving 

technology. One of the important technologies is the application of visual perception, which enables the 
vehicle to recognize and read the lanes, traffic signs and road information while using camera as apparatus 

of data input. In the research, we would analyze the application of visual perception in the industry and find 

the trend of how visual perception is being developed and what are the outstanding companies. 
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Introduction 

With the rapid developing in deep learning technology and the GPU envision, many companies had 

jumped into the fields of artificial intelligence. One of the fields being invested significantly by Google, 

Tesla and many automakers is autonomous driving system. Autonomous driving system allows vehicles to 

reach a specified destination safely, without human involving decision under any circumstance. To reach 

the goal, the technology has to solve problems like localizing, mapping, detecting, trajectory optimization, 

vehicle controlling and decision planning. These are still open challenges to the industry.  

In 2013, the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration released a regulation of intelligence 

driving vehicles. It divides driving systems into 6 levels of automation: 

 No Automation (Level 0) – The driver preformed all task. 

 Driver Assistance (Level 1) – The automated system could assist human breaking, accelerating 

or steering in a specified short period of time. 

 Partial Automation (Level 2) – The automated system could directly control steering, 

breaking or accelerating simultaneously under specified circumstances. Human driver have to 

pay attention on the driving environment at all time. 

 Conditional Automation (Level 3) – The automated system could handle all driving tasks 

under limited driving conditions. Human driver are required to take back control at any time 

when the system requested. 

 High Automation (Level 4) – The automated system could handle all driving tasks under 

limited driving conditions. Human driver could relax and pay little attention under those 

circumstances. 

 Full Automation (Level 5) – The automated system could handle every driving task under all 

driving conditions that can be managed by a human driver. 

Autonomous vehicles are systems in Level 3-5. Most of the automakers had achieved Level 2, and the 

leading commercial vehicle in the industry had only reach Level 3. Since the method in Level 2 is maturity, 

this paper is focus on technologies in Level 3-5. The paper is aimed to analyze the patents in the domain 

and give a basic idea of the area. 

Taking a closer look at the technology, we determine the key technologies of autonomous vehicle 

system according to reference [4] and [5]. Mainly, there are 4 key technologies, motion planning, trajectory 
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Fig.  1 Key Technologies of Autonomous Vehicles 
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control, environment perception and navigation system.  

Motion planning is intelligence path planning algorithms, deciding how to get to a specified destination. 

Navigation system includes mapping and location system, which provides the car location information 

needed in motion planning. Trajectory control includes speed and direction control. Environment 

perception provides environment information for trajectory control. It describe what the navigated 

information means. The common methods of environment perception are laser navigation, visual 

navigation and radar navigation.  

One of the barriers of commercial-used autonomous vehicle is the high price. Under this status, we 

avoid methods using LiDAR for navigation. And due to personal interest in perception, the paper discusses 

environment perception methods based on visual navigation using sensor like camera.  

1. Literature Review 

In the literature review, the research introduces two main objectives in visual perception.  

1.1. Camera 

The basic idea of camera is simular to human eyes. It contains four parts: lens, shutter, light sensitive 

medium and flitter. When lights enter an enclosed box through a converging lens and then an image is 

recorded on a light sensitive medium. To control the length of time that lights can enter we use shutter. The 

flitter is used to adjust the color of lights passing the lens. Among different level of products, the four parts 

have different ablilty of control. The pros of cameras is that it has high resolution. Most of the disigns of 

traffic signals nowaday is based on human vision. Which means the signals can’t be recognize using 

navigating methods like LiDAR, radar or ultrasound. It is important to adjust the functions of the camera to 

optimize the visualizing quality.  

1.2. Visual Perception 

As mentioned above, visual perception is important and nessesary in autonomous vehicle industry. 

Without the method, vehicles are not able to “see” the traffic signals. The concept of visual peception is 

based on the knowledge of captured image. We use camera and machine learning algorithms to process the 

image. Then the autonomous driving system reconstructs a 3D scene for recognizing the road information 

e.g. trafic lights, objects or signs. Fig. 2 is a picture to show the concept of visual perception. The picture is 

extracted from two patents, US9701239B2 and US9779314B1.  

 
Fig.  2 Visual Perception 
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2. Methodology 

In the research, we used Derwent Innovation(DI) to be our main searching tool. From the introdution, 

we defined our goal to be foucus on perception technologies based on vision methods. Fig. 2 showes the 

steps we go through in this research. We will explain every steps in the following section. 

  
Fig.  3 Methology 

2.1. Patent Search strategy and preliminary results 

First of all, we apply 18 patents of visual perception methods to gernerate the keywords list and to 

narrow down the field of current IPC. The patents we used is listed in Table.1. Then, we set the limitation 

of time to be between 2010 and 2019. This is due to the pre-processing level, we found out that the boom of 

the autonomous-veichle-related patent started at 2010. After that, we started our patent search and get the 

first result data.  

Table. 1 The patents related to visual perception methods 

Publication 

number: 

Current 

IPC 

Title Assignees 

US20150210275A1 B60W Systems And Methods For Detecting 

Traffic Signal Details 

MOBILEYE VISION 

TECHNOLOGIES LTD. 

US20150210277A1 B60W Systems And Methods For Detecting 

Traffic Lights 

MOBILEYE VISION 

TECHNOLOGIES LTD. 

US9984470B2 G06K Vision System With Tail Detection Technologies Holdings 

Corp.,Houston,TX,US 

US9990548B2 G06K Traffic signal analysis system Uber Technologies Inc. 

US10108868B1 G06K Vision-based detection and 

classification of traffic lights 

Waymo LLC 

US10203697B2 G05D Real-time image-based vehicle 

detection based on a multi-stage 

classification 

Waymo LLC 

US9690297B1 G01C Classifier hierarchies for traffic light 

and traffic indicator detection 

Waymo LLC 

WO2010046260A2 G05D Method and system for recognizing the 

working range of a mobile tool 

 

Robert Bosch GmbH, DE 

US9555740B1 G08G Cross-validating sensors of an Waymo LLC 
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autonomous vehicle 

JP2018026150A G08G Detection of lane marking GOOGLE LLC 

CN104411559B B60W For a robust method for detecting and 

ist associatied state of traffic signal 

VIMO CO. LTD 

US9535423B1 G01C Autonomous vehicle with improved 

visual detection ability 

ALMOTIVE KFT 

US20150042765A1 G02B 3D Camera and Method of Detecting 

Three-Dimensional Image Data 

SICK AG,Waldkirch,DE 

US20180088588A1 G02B COLOR FILTER ARRAY FOR 

MACHINE VISION SYSTEM 

Apple Inc. 

US20170359520A1 H04N IMAGING SYSTEMS HAVING AN 

ELECTROWETTING LENS 

Gentex Corporation 

US20170248796A1 G02B 3D IMAGING SYSTEM AND 

METHOD 

TetraVue Inc. 

US9892327B2 G06K Vision-based indicator signal detection 

using spatiotemporal filtering 

Waymo LLC 

US20180336692A1 B60W Camera systems using filters and 

exposure times to detect flickering 

illuminated objects 

Waymo LLC 

 

We took a breifly look at our first result and found out some patents which were not in our domain. 

We removed them by adjusting searching query and got the second result. Then, we counted the topwords 

and used tf-idf method to see if the patents were related enough to our domain. We removed the ones that 

were not related enough by adjusting the query. By repeating the steps above, we got a clean and neat 

patent data to represent our domain. And the final search query is shown in Table. 2. The final data contains 

914 patents. The time width is from Jan. 2010 to May. 2019. 

 

Table. 2 The Final Searching Query 

Visual Preception 

Current IPC   ICR=( G01C or G06K or G08G or G02B or G05D or B60W or H04N) 

 AND 

Publication Year PY>=(2010) AND PY<=(2019) 

 AND 

Autonomous Perception CTB=(("self-driv*" or "autonomous*" NEAR “vehicle”) and 

("naviagat*” or “percept*” or “classif*” NEAR “inform*”) and 

( “camera” or “vis*” or “visual*”)) 

 NOT 

Exclude Technology CTB=( "LIDAR" or "charg*" or "deliver*" or “ladar” or “ lasar” or 

“sonar”) 

 

Now we have our patent search result. It contains 914 patents in total. Further discribtion of the 

original patent search result will be describe in the next chapter. 

2.2. K-means Clustering method 

To understand how companies prefer to develop autonomous driving technologies, which are 

related to visual perception, we cluster the patent datas by k-means method. By the approach, the 

patent datas are divided into 5 clusters. The basic information of the clusters is illustrated in Table. 

3. We observe that the cluster0 contains the largest amount of patents, which shows that this cluster 

might be a leading tendency in the development of visual perception.  

The top current IPCs spread in two, G05D and G06K. From the definition of WIPO, G05D 

stands for systems for controlling or regulating non-electric variables. G06K stands for recognition 

of data; presentation of data; record carriers; handling record carriers.  
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 Automakers are the top assignees in cluster0 and cluster3. In cluster1 and cluster2, it is the 

acadamic institutions which are the majority. 

 

Table. 3 Clustering Result 

Cluster Top 10 Frequencing Words 

(‘Term’, frequency)  

Top Current 

IPCs 

Top Optimized Assignees Number of 

patents 

0 ('vehicle', 13270), ('sensor', 

3032),  

('information', 2722), 

('configure', 2233), 

('autonomous', 1925), 

('location', 1907),  

('plurality', 1892), ('processor', 

1777),  

('display', 1712), ('lane', 

1577),  

('road', 1529) 

G05D FORD MOTOR CO. 

446 

1 ('object', 4152), ('vehicle', 

1785),  

('plurality', 1082), ('sensor', 

973),  

('information', 863), 

('computer', 854), 

('autonomous', 706), ('signal', 

674),  

('configure', 667), ('position', 

631) 

G06K CALIFORNIA 

INSTITUTE OF 

TECHNOLOGY 

  
117 

2 ('vehicle', 2791), ('camera', 

2486),  

('unmanned', 1353), 

('position', 1285), 

('information', 1047), ('obtain', 

972),  

('coordinate', 959), ('aerial', 

958),  

('target', 953), ('autonomous', 

908),  

('time', 844) 

G06K UNIV NANJING 

AERONAUTICS & 

ASTRONAUTICS 

 

151 

3 ('vehicle', 7437), 

('autonomous', 5700), 

('location', 1235), ('user', 811),  

('information', 738), 

('operation', 713),  

('sensor', 690), ('drive', 647), 

('configure', 549),  

('action', 547) 

G06K TOYOTA MOTOR 

CORP. 

 
153 

4 ('light', 2514), ('vehicle', 

1092),  

('autonomous', 557), ('source', 

531),  

('configure', 321), ('time', 

319),  

('direction', 289), ('emit', 258),  

('processor', 255), ('state', 242) 

G05D BARAJA PTY LTD 

 

48 
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 Although we have the frequency of the words, it is not easy to resolute each cluster result. In the next 

chapter, we will apply LDA method and read through the patents to construct the idea of each cluster. 

3. Patent search result and analysis 

In this chapter, patent statistics is reviewed from visual perception of autonomous vehicles, and key 

focus is understand the domain of each cluster by applying LDA methods. Then publication year trend to 

generalized a picture of the visual perception field. This will give us a view on how company or academic 

institution preforms on each cluster. By the end, we propose another method of clustering and compare the 

result with our k-means cluster result. 

3.1. LDA methods 

In order to resolute the clusters, we use LDA as our tool which the main purpose is to generate topics. 

By applying the methods, we generate the topics of each cluster. We select the topics that is represents over 

half of the cluster and generalize the terms that are frequenty use in the topic. Table. 4 shows the most 

relevent terms of each cluster. We interpret each cluster by these terms. And then we enhance our faith on 

the interpretation of each cluster by reading through the patents published by the top assignees of each 

cluster. Table. 5 shows the definitions of each cluster. Table. 6 shows some patents from the clusters. 

Table. 4 The Top 30 Relevent Terms of Each Cluster 

Cluster Percentage of the topic 

representing the cluster 

Top 30 Most Relevant Terms 

0 54.5% Wheel, steer, remote, lane, steering, display, route, automatic, 

communication, information, traffic, driving, mode, user, operator, 

road, location, occupant, drive, manual, module, assist, operation, 

mechanism, direction, driver, movement, heading, input, mean 

1 83.1% Pixel, vehicle, common, position, expansion, determine, channel, 

detector, apparatus, target, information, camera, signal, interface, 

location, scale, configure, magnitude, display, detection, occupant, 

human, salient, physically, processing, icon, processor, detect, 

displacement, frame 

2 67.6% Unmanned, target, aerial, module, time, flight, avoidance, pixel, 

coordinate, value, information, obtain, land, navigation, frame, 

landmark, machine, real, key, distance, map, dimensional, region, 

illuminant, stereoscopic, track, represent, characteristic, estimate, 

mean 

3 71.4% Drive, driver, arrange, situation, passenger, action, surrounding, 

mean, safety, behavior, position, operator, road, server, remote, 

signal, input, location, sensor, profile, pickup, simulation, safe, 

processing, obstacle, mobile, risk, trajectory, relate, correspond  

4 95.2% Light, vehicle, source, voltage, state, multiple, time, switch, traffic, 

object, processor, module, pulse, configure, vary, platform, speed, 

lens, autonomous, camera, couple, plane, reflect, road, sensor, 

electronic, actively, outgo, dimensional, wavelength 

 

 

Table. 5 The Details of Each Cluster 

Cluster Details 

Cluster 0  The combination of perception method with driving decision making system or 

localization system. Processing sensor data to navigate vehicles and lane operation 

system are included.  

Cluster 1 The combination of perception method with object detection. The methods and 

algorithms for visual perceptions. The method has a processor which calculate the 

position of the object or determine the characteristic of the object. It can identify and 

label object by images. 
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Cluster 2 Unmanned aerial vehicle autonomous landing system or locating system with vision 

perception. Involves generating camera parameter matrix, obtaining  result and 

estimating errors when landing. 

Cluster 3 ADAS(Advanced Driving Assistance System), which involves sensor, processor and 

actuator. Including safety stoppage device for autonomous vehicles or parking assist 

system to identify in bound arrow. Providing instruction by computing device to control 

the vehicle in the response of observation made by vision-based detection. 

Cluster 4 System for estimating three-dimensional map of environment in autonomous 

vehicles, has light receiver for inhibiting detection of non-reflected light based on 

difference in wavelength between outgoing and non-reflected light. Or vision system to 

recognize the light signal of detected vehicle. 

 

 

Table. 6 The Representitve Patents in Each Cluster 

Cluster Publication number: Title Assignees 

0 CN108958236A Autonomous vehicle control system Ford Global Technologies 

LLC, US 
0 CN108733026A Based on the dynamic remote control 

of the proximity of the vehicle 

re-configuring method and device 

Ford Global Technology Co. 

Ltd.,US 

0 CN102076541A Path generation algorithm for 

automated lane centering and lane 

changing control system 

GM Global Technologies 

Operations Inc.,US 

1 CN104769578A Automatic feature analysis, 

comparison and abnormality detection 

California Institute of 

Technology,US 

1 US20180173971A1 Pedestrian detection neural networks Waymo LLC,Mountain 

View,CA,US 

2 US9420203B2 Target tracking method of unmanned 

aerial vehicle visual autonomous guide 

landing 

Beijing Institute of 

Technology,Beijing,100081,CN 

3 EP2910453B1 Method and system for autonomously 

guiding a vehicle through a parking 

area 

Volvo Car Corporation,40531 

Göteborg,SE,101230705 

3 US20160221500A1 Autonomous vehicle operation in 

view-obstructed environments 

Toyota Motor Engineering & 

Manufacturing North America 

Inc.,Erlanger,KY,US 

4 CA3000014A1 Spatial profiling system and method BARAJA PTY LTD,NEW 

SOUTH WALES,AU S 
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3.2. Trend Statistic 

 

In the section, we analyze the developing trend of visual perception. First, Fig. 3 illustrates the trend of 

the publication of patents from 2010 to 2019. We can see that since 2014, the total numbers of publication 

had a significant growth. It is the year that Google released a new prototype of its autonomous car, which is 

100% autonomous without steering wheels, gas pedal and brakes. Also, the following year when Vislab 

demonstrated BRAVIE, an autonomous vehicle, on a mixed traffic route open to public traffic.[6] Cluster 0 

has the greatest growth among all. It interprets that companies are more willing to develop visual 

perception with the combination of vehicle control. They tend to develop multiple systems and adapted all 

together into an intellegence driving system. The majority assignees are automakers. It is reasonable for 

them to make such research decision. In Cluster2, the top assignees are acadamic institutes. This represent 

that the acadamic institutes mainly have resreach on basic methods or improvements on visual perception. 

Cluster 3 has a significant growth since 2015. It represents an important technology, ADAS. It is a 

foundation system for fully autonomous driving. The main assignees in this cluster are automakers.  

3.3. LDA with ETG 

In this section, we used ETG methods to define the topics and keyterms involved in the patents. We 

run ETG program provided by ELEBC lab. The top 15 keyterms frequency analysis is showed in Table. 5. 

In our original patent search result, there are a few patents that do not have values in abstract and claims. It 

is due to the languege the patent was writen by does not include English. So the original result contains 

some meaningless words that can’t be explained. We will just ignore them. And, since the program could 

not adjust stopwords mannually, we removed the ones should be stopwords and picked out the ones that are 

representitve to our topic. So, the result in Table. 7 is a generalized result that does not include keyterms 

without meanings. The top three keyterms and “unmanned” talks about the field of autonomous vehicles. 

And then below is “object” and “information”, which are the terms frequently used to represent road 

information. Next, “control” is the term used in balancing the system. For example, the control of sensor as 

we mentioned in the previous chapter. “sensor” and “camera” are the apparatus used to detect road 

information. “Light” is the word to represent how the road information is transported from object to sensor. 

“Feature” is the word for recognition of road information. “path”, “location”, “lane”, and “positon” are 

about mapping, localization and route planning. It is the output of navigation and recognition.  

 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

ALL 6 33 29 15 20 51 102 175 347 139

Cluster0 1 19 11 8 7 22 50 80 171 76

Cluster1 2 1 3 2 5 17 18 17 37 15

Cluster2 3 5 13 3 4 8 16 28 57 18

Cluster3 0 5 1 1 3 4 14 35 65 24

Cluster4 0 3 1 1 1 0 4 15 17 6
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Fig.  4 The Publication Year of Each Cluster 
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Table. 7 Keytems Insight: Keyterms Frequency Analysis 

Keyterms Frequency 

vehicle 436 

system 164 

autonomous 141 

object 75 

information 62 

control 48 

unmanned 45 

sensor 43 

camera 40 

light 38 

feature 37 

path 36 

location 35 

lane 35 

position 31 

The next result is the cluster and terms in clusters. It is showed in Table. 8. We also removed the terms 

without meanings. And we renamed the cluster based on the terms. The cluster is devided into 5 cluster. It 

has the same numbers of result as the k-means method. However, the contents have difference. This is due 

to the different concept of both methods. Autonomous vehicle perception system has the most amount of 

terms. In this cluster, it includes almost every terms in visual perception of autonomous system. The other 

clusters are the sub-parts that construct the system. In the “Navigation” cluster, we had the word “aerial”. 

We search for the word in the patents and find out that they are the visual peception system for aerial 

autonomous vehicle to land. We found that many of them have an amount of citation by autonomous car 

technology. In the Information cluster, the terms are road inforamations and the interaction between rad 

information and vehicles. For example, the word “communication” can be interpreted as the hand gestures 

which pedestrain use to communicate with human drivers. This is also a kind of road information important 

to safety driving. Recognition Processor cluster have terms mainly related to the process to do recognition. 

Terms in Localization and Mapping cluster are just interpreted well by the label name. 

Table. 8 Clusters from ETG 

Cluster Label Terms in the Cluster 

Autonomous Vehicle 

Visual Perception 

vehicle, system, autonomous, method, data, object, information, control, sensor, 

device, path, location, lane, driving, road, position, signal, area, vision, display, 

obstacle, steering, distance, angle, environment, condition, line, wheel, 3d, mobile 

Navigation image, unmanned, point, camera, aerial, naviation, visual, pose, computer, corner 

Information light, value, route, traffic, communication, pedestrain, parking, action, sensing, 

video, warning, remote, estimation, emergency, interface, tracking, speed, risk, 

depth, filter,  scene, message, lateral, event, capture 

Recognition Processor feature, pixel, map, vector, normalized, detected, analyzing, common 

Localization and 

Mapping 

landmark, node, candidate, orientation, marking, mapped, localization, 

positioning 

3.4. Comparison of cluster result between k-means and ETG 

In the k-means section, we divided our patents into 5 cluster. However, when naming the cluster, it is a 

little hard to have the concept of what each cluster really represent intuitively. If we just count the word 

frequency, it is easy to find some terms appeared in every cluster if there are only slight difference between 

the cluster. Also, it is not easy to determine how large the amount should be for terms to be representative. 

So, in our research, we apply LDA method to give further explanation on each cluster. 

While in the ETG method, the terms show a more intuitive concept of what the cluster looks like. The 

terms have more meaning than k-means. But the opposite side is that it is not easy for us to inspect 

individual patent since every patent contains multiple terms. For instant, the patent (CA3004047A1) has 
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terms frequence as Table. 7. If we try to assign the patent into one cluster, it would be impossible. This is 

the difference between hard cluster and soft cluster.  

Table. 7 Patent CA3004047A1 

Terms vehicle system image information 

Frequency 5 5 5 5 

In reality world, it is often better to use the ETG method to get a basic idea of the whole picture of 

patents because a patent does not contain just one concept. Many of the times, it might be a muti-concept to 

strengthen the protection of patent. But k-means method is good if you want to separate patents in a large 

domain, under the case, the terms are more likely to be sperate. Also, you can have a better analysis on the 

trend of technology if you defined your cluster carefully. 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, The holders of patents for visual perceptions are mainly automakers and academic 

institutions. The development of visual perception can be classify into 5 cluster. The first cluster is the 

combination with driving decision systems or localization. The second one is the one only with visual 

perception and detection, which the majority of patent holders are academic institutions. The third cluster 

are landing methods for unmanned aerial vehicle. The fourth one is the ADAS. The last cluster contains 

light recognition and configuration. The visual perception method is a developing technology with potential 

of growth. The automakers are one of the greatest competitors. While automakers prefers to develop 

multiple systems and constitute them with visual perception, academic institutions concentrate on the 

optimization of visual perception methods. ADAS is an application of visual perception with potential 

future by its increasing importance to fully autonomous driving. ETG and k-means methods have different 

advantages. It depends on the purpose of research to use either methods.  

In the future, I would like to expand my research on trend analysis on other technologies in 

autonomous driving. The improvement of approaches to analyze trend will also be explored in future 

research. 
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